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In Drosophila, the amidated neuropeptide pigment dispersing
factor (PDF) is expressed by the ventral subset of lateral pace-
maker neurons and is required for circadian locomotor rhythms.
Residual rhythmicity in pdf mutants likely reflects the activity of
other neurotransmitters. We asked whether other neuropep-
tides contribute to such auxiliary mechanisms. We used the
gal4/UAS system to create mosaics for the neuropeptide ami-
dating enzyme PHM; amidation is a highly specific and wide-
spread modification of secretory peptides in Drosophila. Three
different gal4 drivers restricted PHM expression to different
numbers of peptidergic neurons. These mosaics displayed ab-
errant locomotor rhythms to degrees that paralleled the appar-

ent complexity of the spatial patterns. Certain PHM mosaics
were less rhythmic than pdf mutants and as severe as per
mutants. Additional gal4 elements were added to the weakly
rhythmic PHM mosaics. Although adding pdf-gal4 provided
only partial improvement, adding the widely expressed tim-gal4
largely restored rhythmicity. These results indicate that, in Dro-
sophila, peptide amidation is required for neuropeptide regula-
tion of behavior. They also support the hypothesis that multiple
amidated neuropeptides, acting upstream, downstream, or in
parallel to PDF, help organize daily locomotor rhythms.
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Relatively little is known about output signals used by circadian
pacemaker neurons. In mammals, pacemaker neurons controlling
daily locomotion are located in the suprachiasmatic nucleus
(SCN), which contains several thousand cells that present several
transmitter phenotypes (Silver et al., 1999). The SCN may release
diffusible substances to influence behavioral rhythms (Silver et
al., 1996), although the identity of such substances remains un-
known. In Drosophila, the lateral neurons (LNs) are critical
pacemakers regulating daily locomotor rhythms. A ventral subset
of LNs (LN-Vs) (Ewer et al., 1992) expresses the neuropeptide
pigment dispersing factor (PDF) (Helfrich-Förster, 1995) that is
highly related to crustacean pigment dispersing hormone (PDH).
Loss of PDF expression produces abnormal locomotor rhythms,
and ablation of the PDF neurons produces a very similar pheno-

type (Renn et al., 1999). These genetic results confirm that
LN-Vs are the principal circadian pacemaker neurons in Dro-
sophila (cf. Frisch et al., 1994) and support the hypothesis that pdf
encodes the principal circadian transmitter. However, pdf mutant
animals are still able to entrain (Renn et al., 1999), and by
quantitative measures, their free-running phenotype is less severe
than that of disco mutants (Dushay et al., 1989; Helfrich-Förster,
1998). In disco mutants, the brain lacks many neurons, including
all LNs. Together, these features suggest that additional trans-
mitters are needed to produce normal circadian locomotor
rhythms.

To identify such transmitters, we manipulated the biosynthesis
of neuropeptides by creating genetic mosaics. In particular, we
studied the behavioral consequences of cell-specific deficiencies
in C-terminal peptide �-amidation (for review, see Eipper et al.,
1993). In vertebrates, �50% of known neuropeptides are ami-
dated; in Drosophila, �90%, including PDF, are amidated
(Hewes and Taghert, 2001). �-Amidation is a highly specific
modification for secretory peptides, and the two enzymes cata-
lyzing amidation (called PHM and PAL) are found exclusively
within luminal vesicular compartments (Eipper et al., 1993). In
Drosophila, PHM is encoded by the PHM gene (Kolhekar et al.,
1997). PHM mutant animals die as late embryos or young larvae;
peptide amidation in both larval and adult stages requires PHM
enzyme (Jiang et al., 2000).

The present experimental design had three requirements. The
first was to restore sufficient PHM activity to PHM mutant ani-
mals to prevent death and so permit the testing of adult behavior.
For this, we used the gal4 technique (Brand and Perrimon, 1993).
The second was to limit the scope of restored PHM activity
compared with its normal patterns and/or levels. For this, we
chose gal4 lines that featured differing numbers of peptidergic
neurons in their expression patterns. The third requirement was
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to ensure that PHM activity in these mosaic animals was restored
within PDF LN-Vs to ask whether neuropeptides other than PDF
participate in the regulation of daily locomotion. For this, we
analyzed combinations of gal4 elements that included pdf-gal4
(Park et al., 2000). The results demonstrate that (1) the normal
display of daily locomotor rhythms requires the participation of
amidated peptide transmitters, and (2) amidated neuropeptides in
addition to PDF are required for this behavioral regulation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Genetic strains. The two alleles of PHM used in these studies were
described by Jiang et al. (2000). P{lacW}k[07623] is a P-element insertion
within the first exon of PHM; here we refer to it as PHM01. PHM P29

contains a �1.3 kb deletion generated by mobilizing the k[07623] ele-
ment; here we refer to it as PHM02. PHM01 is a strong hypomorphic
allele, whereas PHM02 appears to be a null. Because PHM02 also deletes
sequences belonging to a neighboring gene (Jiang et al., 2000), we
analyzed the trans-heterozygote combination PHM01/PHM02. Deficiency
stocks were obtained from the Bloomington Stock Center (Indiana
University, Bloomington, IN). P{gal4} lines are summarized in Table 1.
The c929-gal4 insertion (at 39C4 of the second chromosome) (Hewes et
al., 2000) was recombined onto the chromosome bearing the PHM01

allele. Second chromosome mutations were balanced by In(2LR)O, Cy,
y �; third chromosome mutations were balanced by In(3LR)TM3, Sb.
Canton-S was used for a wild-type (WT) strain.

Molecular biology. Standard molecular methods were used (Maniatis et
al., 1982). A UAS-PHM construct was assembled by isolating the EcoRI-
KpnI fragment of PHM cDNA #1 (Kolhekar et al., 1997), blunt-ending
the KpnI site, then ligating the insert into the CaSpeR-based vector
pP{UAST} at the EcoRI and NotI sites. Several independent germ line
transformants were made and recovered by standard procedures (Ben-
veniste and Taghert, 1999). Briefly, DNAs were purified by Qiagen
miniprep protocols, according to the manufacturer’s recommendations,
and injected at a concentration of �750 ng/ml into embryos homozygous
for the element P{(�2–3)99B} that is a source of transposase activity.
Backcrosses of positive transformants to balanced stocks that contained
dominant markers were used to identify insertion chromosomes. South-
ern blot analyses were used to determine P-element copy number. West-
ern blots were used to evaluate basal and induced levels of PHM. In all
studies reported here, we used a single-copy, homozygous-viable, second

chromosome insertion (C1A) that was recombined onto the chromosome
bearing the PHM02 allele.

Single-fly PCR. To confirm the genotype of recombinants, we used the
procedure of Gloor et al. (1993). Two pairs of oligonucleotides were used
in single or multiplex PCR to determine the presence of PHM mutant
alleles, as described by Jiang et al. (2000).

Mapping P-element insertion positions. We used methods described by
the Berkeley Drosophila Genome Project (BDGP – http://www.fruitfly.
org/about/methods/inverse.pcr.html) to map the position of the P{w �,
gal4}386Y insertion. It is found at bp �118,100 of GenBank sequence
number AE003757. This position is within 320 bp of the 3� end of
amontillado (CG6438), which encodes the Drosophila homolog of the
neuropeptide-processing enzyme PC2 (Siekhaus and Fuller, 1999); it is
also within 1544 bp of the 5� end of the neighboring gene CG6425. The
position of the P{w �, gal4}36Y insertion was determined by plasmid-
rescue methods: a �2 kb PstI-flanking fragment was subcloned and
sequenced. The insertion site lies at bp �144,300 of GenBank sequence
number AE003681, within the first intron of CG11033.

Immunocytochemistry. CNS and gut tissues were stained in whole
mount using procedures similar to those described in Renn et al. (1999).
Rabbit anti-dPHM was used at a 1:750 dilution (Kolhekar et al., 1997);
guinea pig anti-PAP (this recognizes an non-PDF epitope on the proPDF
precursor) (Renn et al., 1999) was used at 1:1000; rabbit anti-
FMRFamide (Taghert and Schneider, 1990) was used at 1:2000; mouse
anti-�GAL (Promega, Madison WI) was used at 1:1000. Secondary
antibodies (Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove, PA) conjugated with
Cy3 or Alexa 468 were used at 1:200 or 1:500 dilutions. Tissues were
cleared in glycerol, mounted in Vectashield (Vector Laboratories, Bur-
lingame, CA), and examined with an Olympus confocal microscope and
Fluoview software or with a Zeiss Axioplan microscope fitted with a
Spot CCD camera (Diagnostics Instruments, Sterling Heights, MI). Con-
focal images were assembled in Adobe Photoshop. Spot camera images
were used for quantification of immunosignals. In Adobe Photoshop,
histogram values of fluorescence intensity from single cell bodies (less
than from equivalent background areas immediately adjacent) were
acquired for both anti-PHM and anti-PAP signals.

Behavioral analysis. Locomotor activity rhythms of 1- to 5-d-old adult
males were monitored at 25°C as described in Hamblen et al. (1986,
1998). Locomotor performance was measured using analytic software
provided by the Brandeis Rhythm Package (http://hawk.bcm.tmc.edu/).
We first monitored behavior over 7–8 d in 12 hr light /dark (LD) condi-
tions; free-running activity was then monitored in constant darkness
(DD) for a further 9–10 d. The number of activity events was recorded
per half-hour bin, and average numbers of activity events per bin, per fly
were calculated (cf. Hamblen-Coyle et al., 1989). � 2 periodogram anal-
yses (Sokolove and Bushell, 1978) identified animals displaying behav-
ioral rhythmicity with the following thresholds: power � 10 and width �
2.0 (cf. Ewer et al., 1992; Renn et al., 1999). For more sensitive deter-
minations of free-running periodicities, the activities were subjected to a
low-pass digital filter (Dowse and Ringo, 1987), then analyzed by Max-
imum Entropy Spectral Analysis (MESA) (cf. Dowse and Ringo, 1987;
Hamblen-Coyle et al., 1989). Subsequently, a MESA-based signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) for each fly was computed (Dowse and Ringo, 1987)
and averaged per genotype. SNR averages were log10-transformed; one-
way ANOVAs and post hoc tests (Dunnett’s test; all versus control) were
performed with InStat (GraphPad, San Diego, CA). All behavioral data
studying genotypes that have already been described (e.g., per01) repre-
sent results not previously published.

RESULTS
gal4 patterns
The 36Y-gal4 element is inserted within CG11033, which encodes
a protein that contains PHD domain found in a class of transcrip-
tion factors (Aasland et al., 1995). The 36Y-gal4 enhancer pattern
has not yet been associated with a specific gene. Aspects of the
larval 36Y-gal4 pattern were described by O’Brien and Taghert
(1998). Using UAS-lacZ expression as a reporter, 36Y-gal4 neural
expression was the most restricted of any gal4 tested in these
experiments, after pdf-gal4. In the adult (n � 20; data not shown),
UAS-lacZ was limited to �30 neurons scattered in the central
brain and several cells within the optic lobes that defined a
parallel array. Many of the neurons appear to be peptidergic by

Table 1. Properties of the gal4 lines used in the behavioral experiments

Name
Position (chromosome)/
nearest gene Expression pattern Reference

c929 39CD(II)/CG8669 Secretory cells;
many tissues

1, 2

36Y 85C(III)/CG11033 Secretory cells;
many tissues

1

386Y 97D(III)/CG6438 Secretory cells;
many tissues

3

Appl 3GK III/5, n.d. CNS only; low in
optic lobes;
broadly in cen-
tral brain

4

D42 III /n.d. �200 CNS neu-
rons, including
motorneurons

5

tim(#16) III /n.d. Broadly within
CNS

3, 6

tim(#67) III /n.d. n.d. 3
pdf (M) X/n.d. Similar to pdf 7
pdf (N) X/n.d. Similar to pdf 7

n.d., Not determined. 1, O’Brien and Taghert, 1998; 2, Hewes et al., 2000; 3, this
work; 4, K. White, personal communication; 5, G. Boulianne, personal communica-
tion; 6, Kaneko and Hall, 2000; 7, Park et al., 2000.
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cell body position and by double antibody staining (data not
shown), including a small number of neurons in the vicinity of the
PDF-expressing LN pacemakers. 36Y-gal4 expression included
strong staining in two peritracheal endocrine cells, called PMa
and PMb (O’Brien and Taghert, 1998). PMa is the probable Inka
cell homologue (Zitnan et al., 1996). 36Y-gal4 expression was also
prominent in ring gland, salivary glands, fat body, epidermis, and
hindgut (n � 20).

The c929-gal4 element is inserted in the cryptocephal gene (crc,
CG8669, dATF-4) (Hewes et al., 2000); however, its expression
pattern does not match that of crc, but rather matches that of an
adjacent gene (R. S. Hewes and P. H. Taghert, unpublished
observations). This pattern (n � 30; data not shown) included
�100 neurons in the CNS. All (or nearly all) c929-gal4 positive
neurons are peptidergic, as judged by double immunostaining
with antibodies against diverse neuropeptides and neuropeptide
biosynthetic enzymes (R. S. Hewes and P. H. Taghert, unpub-
lished observations). In particular, the c929-gal4 pattern precisely
overlapped that of strong PHM immunosignals, with very few
exceptions. In adults, the c929-gal4 pattern included a set of
neurons similar to that of 36Y-gal4, but typically displayed more
cells per area, and the cells were often more densely stained (e.g.,
the LN area). c929-gal4 was expressed in the peritracheal PMa
endocrine cell, but not in cell PMb (cf. O’Brien and Taghert,
1998). The neurilemma of the brain was �GAL-positive in c929
gal4 animals; the pattern also included heterogenous expression
in a variety of other tissues, including ring gland cells, epidermis,
the gut endocrine system, salivary glands, and fat body (n � 20).

We located the 386Y-gal4 element just 3� to amontillado
(CG6438), which is the Drosophila homolog of the proprotein
processing enzyme PC2 (Siekhaus and Fuller, 1999). As tested
with UAS-lacZ, the 386Y-gal4 expression pattern was broad and
included numerous peptidergic neurons in the CNS (n � 15; data
not shown) and secretory cells in the periphery (n � 4). The
number of 386Y-positive cells was considerably greater than that
of either 36Y- or c929-gal4 patterns. The 386Y-gal4 pattern in-
cluded many neurons in the vicinity of LNs, numerous Kenyon
cells, as well as other prominent peptidergic neurons (data not
shown). In larval stages, the PDF LN-Vs (usually three or four
per hemisphere) co-expressed �GAL (n � 5); in adults, only the
large LN-Vs co-expressed �GAL (n � 4; data not shown). Out-
side the CNS, 386Y-gal4 drove heterogeneous expression in nu-
merous tissues; most of this expression was correlated with se-

cretory cell activity (e.g., in gut, in peritracheal cells, and in
neurosecretory neurons of the PNS; data not shown).

The pdf(M) and pdf(N)-gal4 elements are independent inser-
tion lines of the same transgene. They produced �GAL patterns
that were largely comparable with each other and with the pattern
described by Park et al. (2000), namely, restriction to PDF-
expressing CNS cells, including strong expression in both large
and small LN-Vs, in two to four tritocerebral cells in young
imagos and in approximately six abdominal ganglion gut efferents
(n � 4 each). The cell bodies of small LN-Vs normally stain
weakly for PDF, compared with those of large LN-Vs. However,
the strength of reporter gene expression in small LN-Vs appeared
very strong in both lines and similar to that of the large LN-Vs.
Ectopic lacZ expression was seen in approximately eight neurons
of the subesophaegal region in the (M) line and in two small
neurons of the protocerebrum in the (N) line (data not shown).

The tim(#16)-gal4 driver produced a very broad and strong
expression pattern throughout the adult brain (n � 4) (cf. Kaneko
and Hall, 2000). Its expression outside the CNS was not studied
(but see Kaneko and Hall, 2000). Appl(3GK)-gal4 produced a
strong and diverse pattern throughout the adult brain that in-
cluded numerous cells in all brain regions (n � 4); the extent of
the pattern was comparable with that of 386Y-gal4, but appeared
less than that of tim-gal4. c155-gal4 (Lin and Goodman, 1994)
produced a weak level of expression throughout many brain
regions and moderate expression in several large neurons of the
subesophageal region (n � 8).

Reverting PHM lethality with the gal4/UAS system
We asked whether any of seven different gal4 drivers could
produce sufficient PHM activity in a PHM mutant background to
revert the early lethality associated with the PHM phenotype
(Jiang et al., 2000). Table 2 presents the degree to which these
genetic combinations could rescue animals trans-heterozygous for
the two alleles, PHM01 and PHM02. Neither of two tim-gal4 lines
(#16 or #67) was able to drive UAS-PHM-mediated rescue PHM
mutant animals, whereas c929-gal4 and 386Y-gal4 provided partial
rescue (each �67% of expected). 36Y-gal4 provided a strong
measure of rescue in driving UAS-PHM. Combining 36Y-gal4 and
c929-gal4 drivers produced a measure of rescue comparable with
that of 36Y-gal4 alone. Rescued adult animals of all genotypes
that were tested survived the 18 d period of the behavioral assay
as well as did the wild-type stock. In the following, we simplify the

Table 2. Rescue of PHM lethality produced by different gal4/UAS-PHM combinations

Potential rescued PHM mosaic (i.e., Cy�) # Cy� # Cy�
% of Cy�

expected

y w; PHM01/UAS-PHM, PHM02; 36Y-gal4 /� 80 138 110
y w; c929-gal4, PHM01/UAS-PHM, PHM02; 110 381 67
y w; PHM01/UAS-PHM, PHM02; 386Y-gal4 /� 32 112 67
y w; c929-gal4, PHM01/UAS-PHM, PHM02; 36Y-gal4 /� 28 51 107
y w; c929-gal4, PHM01/UAS-PHM, PHM02; D42-gal4 /� 21 74 68
y w; c929-gal4, PHM01/UAS-PHM, PHM02; Appl(3GK) /� 37 59 116
y w; c929-gal4, PHM01/UAS-PHM, PHM02; tim(#16)-gal4 /� 76 169 93
y w; PHM01/UAS-PHM, PHM02; tim(#16)-gal4 /� 0 85 0
y w; PHM01/UAS-PHM, PHM02; tim(#67)-gal4 /� 0 77 0

# Cy�, The number of rescued PHM mutant animals (adults not displaying the marker for the Balancer chromosome and
therefore trans-heterozygous for the two PHM alleles); # Cy�, the number of heterozygous PHM mutant animals (adults
displaying the marker for the Balancer chromosome, CyO); % of Cy� expected, percentage of PHM mutant animals
observed and/or expected.
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text by describing the behavior of UAS-PHM-rescued PHM mu-
tant flies with reference only to the gal-4 driver(s) that was used
(e.g., 36Y-gal4-rescued animals).

gal4 restricts PHM expression
To visualize the restriction of UAS-PHM by the different gal4
drivers in a PHM mutant background, we stained the brains of
rescued adult males (1–10 d old) for PHM immunosignals and
compared them with wild-type tissues. Wild-type brains display
widespread and heterogeneous PHM staining (n � 15) (Fig. 1).
PHM-like immunoreactivity is seen in several large cell bodies,
including some in the lateral and dorsal protocerebrum, in sube-
sophageal neuromeres, and among Kenyon cells. It also highlights
several organized neuropils, like the lobes of the Mushroom

bodies and several sections of the Fan-Shaped body, and appears
strongly in dorsal protocerebral neuropil and neuropil surround-
ing the esophageal foramen. 36Y-gal4-rescued animals (n � 8)
displayed PHM immunosignals in several identifiable peptidergic
neurons [e.g., MP1 and MP2 neurons (O’Brien et al., 1991)] on a
generally low background of staining (Figs. 1, 2). With c929-gal4
(n � 6), there was a very similar pattern, but with several addi-
tional cell bodies in the dorsal protocerebrum, in the LN cell
body region, and in the subesophageal neuromeres. There were
also a greater number of stained processes (Fig. 1). The pattern of
c929-gal4/UAS-PHM expression differed slightly from that of
c929-gal4/UAS-lacZ; the latter included numerous cells of the
neurilemma, but this feature was not apparent with PHM expres-

Figure 1. Expression of PHM immunostaining driven by different gal4 drivers in a PHM null background. Each column displays a three-part series of
confocal images from a single adult male brain of the genotype indicated. The bottom panels (Whole) represent overlays of the three-volume sections and
depict nearly the entire brain thickness. The three separate scans display anterior, middle, and posterior sections of the brain. For the wild-type (WT )
brain, 36Y-rescued animals, and c929-rescued animals, section depths were 66, 60, and 60 �m, respectively. For 386Y-gal4-rescued animals, section depths
were 72, 60, and 60 �m, respectively.
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sion. Finally, 386Y-gal4-rescued animals (n � 8) displayed a much
broader level of staining throughout the brain, including numer-
ous strongly stained cells in the LN cell body region and through-
out the dorsal protocerebrum (Fig. 1). These animals also dis-
played a greater “background” level of immunostaining,
suggesting a general low level of expression in many scattered
cells. Figure 2 presents drawings to schematize these generalized
cellular patterns.

We also asked whether the PDF neurons of the brain of rescued
animals were specifically included in any of the above three gal4
patterns: 36Y, c929, or 386Y. We performed double antibody
labeling on these genotypes for PHM and for identified LN-V
neurons by anti-proPDF staining. 36Y-gal4 displayed weak PHM
expression in one or two large PDF LN-Vs, but not in the small
LN-Vs (data not shown). c929-gal4 and 386Y-gal4 displayed ex-

pression patterns that were greater than 36Y-gal4 and similar to
each other; they contained bright PHM immunolabeling in all of
the large PDF LN-Vs and the tritocerebral cells, but in not the
small LN-Vs (n � 12). Figure 3 shows an example of PHM
immunostaining in LN-Vs in a PHM mutant rescued by expres-
sion of PHM driven by two gal4 elements, c929-gal4 and 386Y-gal4
(n � 4). Even together, these two elements do not generate
detectable PHM immunosignals in the small LN-Vs of the adult.

PHM expression in PDF neurons
We first studied PHM immunostaining of PDF-expressing neu-
ronal cell bodies in wild-type animals. PHM immunosignals in-
clude high level expression in �100 brain neurons and a low
(perhaps ubiquitous) level of staining in most other cells. We
measured the ratio of immunosignal strength (proPDF to PHM)
in the three different PDF neurons of the brain, i.e., large LN-Vs,
small LN-Vs, and tritocerebral cells in �1-d-old adult male brain
hemispheres (n � 10). Although the large LN-Vs and the trito-
cerebral cells contained detectable PHM immunosignals, the
small LN-Vs had little to none (Table 3). We next tested the
ability of small LN-Vs to accumulate PHM and display PHM
immunosignals. We crossed pdf (M) and (N) gal4 lines to UAS-
PHM in a wild-type background. In five of five adult brains from
each cross, anti-PHM antibody stained the cell bodies (weakly)
and processes (moderately) of the small LN-Vs (data not shown).

The lack of PHM immunosignals in wild-type small LN-Vs
prompted us to test for the presence of functional amidating
activity in those cells. The anti-PDH (crab PDF) antibody that we
use does not discriminate between amidated and nonamidated
forms of the peptide; PHM mutant animals are stained normally
by this antibody before they die (M. Han and P. H. Taghert,
unpublished observations). However, the PT-2 antibody against
FMRFamide-like peptides discriminates strongly between ami-
dated and unamidated peptides (Jiang et al., 2000). Therefore, we
misexpressed dFMRFa transcripts in small LN-Vs by crossing
UAS-dFMRFa flies to each of three pdf-gal4 lines [Bmr(J), M and
N] in a wild-type background. We stained resultant larval and
adult brains with anti-FMRFa antibody. In five of five specimens
of both stages from each cross, both small and large LN-Vs were
FMRFamide-immunopositive in both cell bodies and processes
(data not shown); large LN-Vs were strongly stained and small
LN-Vs were weakly or moderately stained. In summary, the small
LN-Vs of WT flies do not contain detectable PHM immunosig-
nals, but they accumulate over-expressed PHM, and they possess
endogenous PHM-like amidating activity.

Locomotor behavior under cycling conditions
We compared the behavior of the PHM mosaic flies with that of
three genotypes: (1) wild type (WT), (2) per01, and (3) pdf01. We
present the analysis in three formats: as tabulated data in Table 4,
as average-activity histograms (e.g., Fig. 4), and as distributions of
SNR values for individuals under constant conditions (Fig. 5).
The SNR method is described in Materials and Methods. The
range of SNR values for WT flies is shown in Figure 5.

Under 12 hr LD cycles, WT males produced two peaks of
activity (cf. Hamblen-Coyle et al., 1992). The morning peak was
maximal around lights on and anticipated that transition; the
evening peak was maximal around lights off and also anticipated
that transition (Fig. 4E). In contrast, per01 flies displayed only
transient peaks of activity that were coincident with the light/dark
transitions and that showed no anticipatory or sustained nature
(Fig. 4A) (cf. Wheeler et al., 1993). Finally, pdf01 flies displayed

Figure 2. Schematic diagrams of the staining patterns displayed in Fig-
ure 1. The genotypes are indicated to the lef t of each panel. The sizes and
positions of various cell bodies are approximate. Black indicates strong
staining; gray indicates weak to moderate staining. Many cell types in-
cluded in these patterns appeared similar; double antibody staining ex-
periments confirmed that many cellular elements are shared (see text for
further details). MP1, MP2, MP3, LN, and SE indicate prominent pepti-
dergic cell groups; most preparations included one or more representa-
tives of each group.
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two peaks of activity. The morning peak lacked anticipation and
was very narrow; the evening peak showed anticipation, was
sustained, and was phase-advanced relative to that of WT (data
not shown) (cf. Renn et al., 1999). The LD behavior of 36Y-gal4-
rescued flies (Fig. 4B) and c929-gal4-rescued flies (Fig. 4C) were
similar. Both groups displayed two peaks of activity having nor-
mal peak time; locomotor levels accompanying these maxima
were sustained, but in neither transgenic line did flies anticipate
the morning lights-on transition. In 386Y-gal4-rescued animals
(Fig. 4D), both the morning and evening peaks appeared compa-
rable with those of WT, and the morning peak displayed normal
anticipation.

Locomotor behavior under constant conditions

Under conditions of DD, WT animals maintain daily rhythmicity
with an activity profile that is temperature-dependent (Majercak
et al., 1999). At 25°C, they display a single peak of activity,
typically late in the subjective day. Table 4 presents the behav-
ioral analysis of PHM mosaic animals for 7 d under constant
conditions (DD days 3–9). Figure 4 presents average group activ-
ity plotted separately for DD days 1–2 and 3–9. The majority of
WT flies (Table 4, line 1) remained rhythmic over the entire
period (Fig. 4J,O); by periodogram analysis, 80% of individuals
were rhythmic, and the population displayed an average SNR of
1.25. As previously reported (Wheeler et al., 1993), per01 animals

Table 3. Quantification of PHM and proPDF immunostaining in PDF neurons

Cell type n (cells) N (specimens) proPDF (API) PHM (API) proPDF/PHM

Large LN-Vs 22 5 54.2 	 5 4.3 	 0.5 13
Small LN-Vs 17 5 25.5 	 2 0.1 	 0.4 212
Tritocerebral cells 4 3 27 	 4 1.7 	 1.8 15

Pixel intensity averages (API) after immunostaining of the three PDF cell types for PHM and for proPDF in brains of young
adult males.

Figure 3. Double-immunostaining to identify
PDF neurons included in gal4 expression pat-
terns. Confocal scans of the brain from an
adult PHM mutant animal that was rescued by
a combination of two gal4 elements (c929-gal4
and 386Y-gal4 ) driving UAS-PHM. The tissue
was stained for PHM and proPDF antibodies.
Large LN-Vs are stained by both PHM (A
and C, red) and proPDF (B and C, green).
Small LN-Vs are only stained by proPDF an-
tibodies (E and F, green), but not at all by
PHM antibodies (D and F, red). Note another
PHM-positive cell body in the vicinity of the
small LN-Vs that is not proPDF-positive (F).
These images were taken from different focal
planes of the same specimen. Scale bar, 20 �m.
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(Table 4, line 3) became largely arrhythmic in the first cycle of
DD and remained so (Fig. 4F,K); only 7% of per01 animals in the
current test were rhythmic during DD days 3–9, and their average
SNR was 0.25. pdf 01 animals (Table 4, line 2) remained rhythmic
for DD days 1–2, but only 16% remained rhythmic over DD days
3–9 (data not shown) (cf. Renn et al., 1999); the population had
an average SNR of 0.5.

36Y-gal4-rescued flies (Table 4, line 11) resembled per01; they
were very weakly rhythmic over DD days 1–2 (Fig. 4G) and DD
days 3–9 (Fig. 4L). Six percent of these individuals were rhyth-
mic, and the population displayed an average SNR of 0.29.
c929-gal4-rescued flies (Table 4, line 12) were also poorly rhyth-
mic during DD days 1–2 (Fig. 4H). During DD days 3–9, c929-
gal4-rescued flies were only 3% rhythmic by periodogram (Fig.
4M), but the population displayed a higher SNR than 36Y-gal4-
rescued flies (0.49). In this regard they were more comparable
with pdf 01. During the entire DD period, 386Y-gal4 flies dis-
played a pattern of activity approaching that of WT (Fig. 4 I,N,
Table 4, line 10).

The distribution of DD days 3–9 SNR averages permits eval-
uation of the behavior of individuals within a large population. As
previously found (Renn et al., 1999), the range of SNR values for
WT was 0.3 to �3; in contrast, that for per01 was clustered
between 0.2 and 0.4 (Fig. 5A). The range of SNR values for PHM
“mosaics” rescued by 36Y-gal4 resembled that of per01 (Fig. 5B).
Values for c929-gal4-rescued flies were also low but included
some nearing 0.8. 386Y-gal4-rescued flies produced a broad range
that largely overlapped that of WT.

The PHM mosaics were constructed by assembling several
transgenes. To determine the degree to which the genetic back-
ground might influence the behavioral results, we measured lo-

comotor rhythms in six additional control stocks (Table 4, lines
4–9). The latter five contained various subsets of these same
transgenes, with or without a balancer chromosome (see Meth-
ods, Genetic strains, for definition of balancers). Over-expressing
PHM in a wild-type background (Table 4, lines 4 and 5) did not
degrade behavioral rhythmicity. By both periodogram and SNR
analysis, most control strains appeared less rhythmic than wild-
type animals but considerably more rhythmic than per01 or pdf 01

(Fig. 6A, Table 4). Of the six control combinations tested, two
displayed less rhythmicity than the others. Line 6 ( y w; c929-gal4/
UAS:PHM, PHM02) produced a nominally lower percentage of
rhythmic animals by periodogram analysis, but also displayed a
moderately high SNR average (0.95). Line 7 ( y w; c929-gal4,
PHM [01]/y�, CyO) produced a lower average SNR, but 77% were
rhythmic by periodogram.

The effect of combining different gal4 elements on
LD behavior
We combined gal4 elements with 36Y-gal4 or c929-gal4 to try and
improve behavior displayed by animals rescued with either gal4
element alone. D42-gal4 was used because it provides a modest
increase in the spatial patterns provided by the 36Y- and c929-gal4
elements, specifically by including most motorneurons (G. Bou-
lianne, personal communication). Appl(3GK)-gal4, c155(elav)-
gal4 and tim-gal4 were used to effect widespread (i.e., most or all
CNS) expression. Finally, pdf-gal4 (two distinct lines, called M
and N) ensured expression of PHM in all LN-Vs (these neurons
secrete the amidated peptide PDF). Combining 36Y-gal4, D42-
gal4, or pdf(M)-gal4 with c929-gal4 produced LD behavior that
was aberrant and similar to that of c929-gal4 alone (Fig. 6).
Combining pdf(N)-gal4, Appl-gal4, c155-gal4, 386Y-gal4, or tim-

Table 4. Free-running behavior of different genotypes during days 3–9 under constant conditions

Line Genotype N tau % Ra SNR Sig.b Events/bin

Standards 1 WT 107 23.7 	 0.1 (91) 80 1.25 	 0.1 ** 17.4 	 1

2 y w; ; pdf01 45 25.4 	 2 (7) 16 0.50 	 0.1 NS 12 	 1

3 w, per01 29 23.0 	 7.5 (2) 7 0.25 	 0.2 ** 15.3 	 1

Controls 4 y w; � /UAS-PHM, ; tim(#16)-gal4 14 24.1 	 0.1 (14) 100 0.81 	 0.2 ** 12.4 	 2

5 y w; c929-gal4 /UAS-PHM 31 24.0 	 0.1 (23) 75 1.16 	 0.1 ** 20.4 	 1

6 y w; c929-gal4 /UAS-PHM, PHM02 25 23.8 	 0.1 (15) 61 0.95 	 0.1 ** 22.6 	 1

7 y w; c929-gal4, PHM01/y�, CyO 37 23.9 	 0.1 (27) 73 0.68 	 0.1 ** 16.9 	 1

8 y w; c929-gal4, PHM01/UAS-PHM 28 23.6 	 0.1 (21) 100 1.11 	 0.1 ** 16.1 	 1

9 y w; y�, CyO/UAS-PHM, PHM02 50 23.9 	 0.3 (41) 82 0.84 	 0.1 ** 16 	 1

Single gal4s 10 y w; PHM01/UAS-PHM, PHM02; 386Y-gal4 / � 44 24.0 	 0.4 (37) 77 0.95 	 0.1 ** 8.3 	 1

11 y w; PHM01/UAS-PHM, PHM02; 36Y-gal4 / � 49 25.8 	 0.6 (3) 6 0.29 	 0.1 ** 6.3 	 1

12 y w; c929-gal4, PHM01/UAS-PHM, PHM02 54 35.7 (1) 3 0.48 	 0.1 — 19.4 	 1

Double gal4s 13 y w, pdf-gal4(N); c929-gal4, PHM01/UAS-PHM, PHM02 60 24.5 	 0.1 (26) 43 0.55 	 0.1 NS 17.5 	 1

14 y w, pdf-gal4(M); c929-gal4, PHM01/UAS-PHM, PHM02 82 23.8 	 0.2 (18) 21 0.45 	 0.1 NS 11.9 	 1

15 y w; c929-gal4, PHM01/UAS-PHM, PHM02; 36Y-gal4 / � 23 26.8 	 3.3 (5) 30 0.42 	 0.1 NS 11.8 	 1

16 y w; c929-gal4, PHM01/UAS-PHM, PHM02; 386Y-gal4 / � 81 23.7 	 0.1 (66) 83 0.71 	 0.1 ** 13.1 	 1

17 y w; c155-gal4; c929-gal4, PHM01/UAS-PHM, PHM02 34 23.4 	 0.1 (32) 72 0.48 	 0.1 NS 11.4 	 1

18 y w, c929-gal4, PHM01/UAS-PHM, PHM02; D42-gal4 / � 38 23.7 	 0.3 (20) 53 0.35 	 0.1 NS 10.5 	 1

19 y w; c929-gal4, PHM01/UAS-PHM, PHM02; Appl (3GK)-gal4 / � 44 23.7 	 0.4 (21) 48 0.42 	 0.1 NS 14.6 	 1

20 y w; c929-gal4, PHM01/UAS-PHM, PHM02; tim(#16)-gal4 / � 38 24.1 	 0.1 (32) 84 0.76 	 0.1 ** 13.2 	 1

21 y w; PHM01/UAS-PHM, PHM02; 36Y-gal4 /tim(#16)-gal4 29 25.1 	 0.3 (25) 84 0.89 	 0.1 ** 9.5 	 1

tau, Period of the behavioral rhythm in hours. Dunnett’s post hoc analysis, comparing all values to that of line 12 (yw; c929-gal4/UAS-PHM, PHM02) produced the following
conclusions: **, these stocks different at p � 0.01; NS, these stocks not significantly different. For testing, line 12 was compared separately to each of the four groups (Standards,
Controls, Single gal4s, Double gal4s).
aPercentage rhythmic by �-square periodogram analysis: p � 10 and w � 2.
bSignificance: by ANOVA, SNR averages are significantly different ( p � 0.001).
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gal4 with c929-gal4 produced LD behavior that resembled that
of control stocks (Figs. 7, 8 B, C). Finally, combining tim-gal4
with 36Y-gal4 produced LD behavior that resembled that of
control stocks (Fig. 8 A).

The effect of combining different gal4 elements on
DD behavior
Weak rhythmicity in DD was produced in three combinations of
gal4 elements. Combining 36Y-gal4, D42-gal4, or pdf(M)-gal4 with
c929-gal4 did not improve the performance of animals beyond
that of c929-gal4 alone (Fig. 6G--I, Table 4). Combining
Appl(3GK)-gal4 with c929-gal4 increased the percentage of rhyth-
mic individuals (to 48%), but the group retained a low average
SNR (0.49) (Fig. 7H, Table 4). Likewise, combining pdf(N)-gal4
with c929-gal4 also increased the percentage of rhythmic flies (to
43%), yet the average SNR remained low (0.55) (Fig. 7G, Table
4). The same was true for combining c155-gal4 with c929-gal4; by
periodogram analysis, 72% of these animals were rhythmic, yet
they retained a low average SNR (0.48) (Fig. 7I, Table 4).

Strong rhythmicity in DD was produced in three combinations
of gal4 elements. Combining tim-gal4 with 36Y-gal4 produced
84% rhythmic individuals and a markedly higher average SNR
(0.89) than displayed by 36Y-gal4 alone (Fig. 8G, Table 4, com-
pare lines 11 and 16). Combining tim-gal4 with c929-gal4 also
increased the percentage of rhythmic flies (to 84%) and moder-
ately improved the average SNR (0.76) (Fig. 8 I, Table 4, compare
lines 12 and 20). Combining 386Y-gal4 with c929-gal4 produced
DD behavior that resembled animals bearing only 386Y-gal4 (Fig.
8H, Table 4, compare lines 10 and 16). By MESA, the periods
displayed under constant conditions were not significantly differ-

ent, with the exception of animals containing the 36Y-gal4 ele-
ment (Table 4).

The distribution of SNR values in animals in which c929-gal4
was combined with either 36Y-gal4, D42-gal4, or pdf(M)-gal4
confirmed the hypothesis that none of these combinations signif-
icantly improved the rhythmicity of c929-gal4-rescued animals
(Fig. 9A). Likewise, adding pdf(N)-gal4, c155-gal4, or Appl-gal4 to
c929-gal4 produced only a moderate improvement in the distri-
bution of SNR values (Fig. 9B). Both sets of distributions were
heavily weighted in the range 0.3–0.5. In contrast, the combina-
tion of c929-gal4 with 386Y-gal4 produced a distribution that
resembled that of 386Y-gal4-rescued flies alone (Fig. 9C). Like-
wise, combining tim-gal4 with either 36Y-gal4 or c929-gal4 pro-
duced balanced SNR distributions that more resembled that of
WT (Fig. 9C). Table 4 includes the results of statistical analysis
comparing each DD days 3–9 SNR data set with that of the
c929-gal4-rescued population.

Lack of correlation between average activity levels
and rhythmicity
We asked whether the average activity levels of different geno-
types in DD days 3–9 predicted the strength of behavioral rhyth-
micity (Table 4). In general, these traits did not appear strongly
correlated. Some, but not all, rescued lines displayed normal
activity levels. For example, 36Y-gal4-rescued flies displayed the
lowest levels of average activity under constant conditions, and
this was in accord with their weak rhythmicity (Table 4, genotype
11). However, although the level of activity of 36Y-gal4-rescued
animals was not markedly improved by the addition of tim-gal4,
that double transgenic combination (36Y-gal4 and tim(#16)-gal4)

Figure 4. Locomotor activity of normal, per0, and single gal4:UAS-PHM-rescued PHM mutant flies. Average activity histograms indicating relative levels
of locomotion. White and black bars indicate the day and night phases in LD, respectively (Hamblen-Coyle et al., 1989, 1992). n, number of flies tested.
For the constant dark (DD) plots (rows 2 and 3), white bars designate the subjective day. Dots indicate SEM values for that 30 min time bin with reference
to average level of activity per fly. A, F, K, per01; B, G, L, 36Y-gal4:UAS-PHM-rescued PHM mosaics; C, H, M, c929-gal4:UAS-PHM-rescued PHM mosaics;
D, I, N, 386Y-gal4:UAS-PHM-rescued PHM mosaics; E, J, O, Canton-S wild type. A–E, 7 d of LD behavior; F–J, behavior during DD days 1–2; K–O,
behavior during DD days 3–9. ZT, Zeitgeber time; CT, circadian time.
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produced strong rhythmicity by both periodogram and SNR
analysis (Table 4, genotype 20). Likewise, 386Y-gal4-rescued flies
produced strong measures of rhythmicity in DD days 3–9, yet also
displayed low levels of average activity (Table 4, genotype 10).

DISCUSSION
We used a genetic approach to create animal mosaics for PHM,
a biosynthetic enzyme that is required for maturation of the
majority of neuropeptide transmitters in Drosophila (Jiang et al.,
2000). By studying their behavior, we draw two principal conclu-
sions. First, PHM enzyme activity, and hence C-terminal amida-
tion of peptide transmitters, is required for normal circadian
locomotion in Drosophila. Second, amidated neuropeptides, in
addition to PDF, are required to regulate circuits controlling this
behavior.

Neuropeptide amidation is required for daily
locomotor rhythms
Our results support the hypothesis that daily locomotor rhythms
in flies require signaling by neuropeptides that are C-terminally
amidated. We first showed that the gal4/UAS-PHM system pre-
dictably controls PHM spatial expression. Next, we found that
certain PHM mosaic flies (e.g., 36Y-gal4- and c929-gal4-rescued)

were largely arrhythmic under conditions of constant darkness.
Our working hypothesis is that such a behavioral disruption is
attributable to changes in the normal patterns of peptide amida-
tion. We have not demonstrated the last point directly. It is a
premise based on the previous demonstration that manipulation
of PHM produces large-scale changes in peptide amidation in
both larval and adult stages (Jiang et al., 2000).

A second result supports the conclusion that amidated peptides
contribute to daily locomotor rhythms; increasing PHM expres-
sion by combining pdf(N)-gal4 with c929-gal4 improved rhythmic
behavior over that displayed by c929-gal4 alone. Although the
combination did not completely restore wild-type behavior, the
improvement indicates that PHM activity in PDF neurons does
contribute to display of rhythmic daily locomotion. We presume
that this indicates a requirement for amidation of PDF because
the pigment-dispersing activity of PDH on crustacean melano-
phores is highly dependent (�300-fold) on the C-terminal amide
(Riehm et al., 1985). Whether PDF must be modified as such to
display circadian signaling activity is unknown.

Neuropeptides besides PDF are required for daily
locomotor rhythms
The strongest evidence for this conclusion comes from the per-
formance of 36Y-gal4- and c929-gal4-rescued flies under constant

Figure 5. Numerical measures of varying
behavioral rhythm strengths in per01, nor-
mal, and single gal4-rescued PHM mu-
tants. Signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) for the
final 7 d (DD days 3–9) of the free running
period (see Table 4). The panels indicate
SNR distributions for per01, y w; c929-gal4/
UAS-PHM, PHM02, and Canton-S (top);
and y w; PHM01/UAS-PHM, PHM02 con-
taining either 36Y-gal4, c929-gal4, or 386Y-
gal4 (bottom). SNR values �1.04 were di-
vided into increments of 0.1; between 1.05
and 2.64, SNR values were divided into
increments of 0.3; all SNR values �2.65
were grouped together. The ordinate val-
ues are the percentage of total flies whose
SNR falls within each interval. The num-
bers of flies that were scored arrhythmic by
�-square periodogram analysis are indi-
cated above the histogram bars. For the
rhythmic individuals, free-running periods
of the different genotypes were calculated
by Maximum Entropy Spectral Analyses
independently of those in Table 4; they
were not significantly different by ANOVA
(means: Canton-S, 24.1 	 0.2 hr; per01,
24.9 	 1.2 hr; y w; PHM01/UAS-PHM,
PHM02; 386Y-gal4/�, 23.4 	 0.3 hr; y w;
PHM01/UAS-PHM, PHM02; 36Y-gal4/�,
23.9 	 0.8 hr; y w; c929-gal4/UAS-PHM,
PHM02, 23.8 	 1.1 hr).
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conditions. Unlike pdf 01 flies, these populations displayed little
rhythmicity behavior during the first cycle of constant conditions
(cf. Renn et al., 1999). Also, the average SNR of 36Y-gal4-rescued
flies was much less than that of pdf 01 and very comparable with

that of per01. Are such deficits attributable to a loss of PHM
function or a gain of deleterious function? The pdf neuropeptide
gene can produce a gain-of-function phenotype: When pdf was
misexpressed by certain gal4 drivers in WT flies, rhythmic loco-

Figure 6. Locomotor activity of double gal4:
UAS-PHM-rescued PHM mutant flies. Average
activity histograms for groups of flies, plotted as
described in Figure 4. n, number of flies tested.
A, D, G, 36Y-gal4/c929-gal4:UAS-PHM-rescued
PHM mosaics; B, E, H, c929-gal4/D42-gal4:UAS-
PHM-rescued PHM mosaics; C, F, I, c929-gal4/
pdf(M )-gal4:UAS-PHM-rescued PHM mosaics.

Figure 7. Locomotor activity of double gal4:
UAS-PHM-rescued PHM mutant flies. Average
activity histograms for groups of flies, plotted
as described in Figure 4. n, number of flies
tested. A, D, G, c929-gal4/pdf( N)-gal4:UAS-
PHM-rescued PHM mosaics; B, E, H, c929-gal4/
Appl-gal4:UAS-PHM-rescued PHM mosaics; C,
F, I, c929-gal4/c155-gal4:UAS-PHM-rescued
PHM mosaics.
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motor behavior was degraded (Helfrich-Förster et al., 2000). In
the case of PHM, however, two results suggest it is the absence of
the enzyme that causes arrhythmicity. First, increasing PHM
expression (by adding tim-gal4 to 36Y-gal4 or c929-gal4) restored
near-normal rhythmicity to both arrhythmic lines. Second, misex-
pression of PHM by driving it with tim-gal4 or with c929-gal4 in a
WT did not degrade behavioral rhythmicity. In general, the
greater the extent of PHM gene expression in a PHM mutant
background, the more predictable was the degree of behavioral
improvement. Interestingly, some combinations restored consid-
erable PHM expression (e.g., Appl-gal4) but improved behavioral
performance only moderately. Together, those experiments sug-
gest that normal PHM expression is required in specific neurons
and/or secretory cells for the behavior examined. The tim-gal4
line produced a broad expression pattern of great complexity.
That amount of expression precludes clear definition of places or
times by which “additional” PHM restored the functions of cir-
cadian regulatory circuits. This point is discussed further in the
next section.

Interpretation of gal4 expression patterns
We compared the behavior of stocks that each contained multiple
transposons. To improve the scope of the study, we tested five
control genotypes that combined subsets of the multiple trans-
posons used in the experimental genotypes. In general, these
controls displayed a level of rhythmicity lower than that of WT
but greater than those of PHM mosaics (Table 4). gal4 lines are
used primarily to create spatial differences in gene expression
(Helfrich-Förster et al., 2000; Waddell et al., 2000). We chose
three gal4 lines for this study (36Y, c929, and 386Y), because their
expression patterns prominently featured peptidergic neurons of

the CNS and secretory cells of peripheral tissues. The three
patterns were very similar; the fact that all successfully reverted
PHM lethality (Table 2) is probably a reflection of such anatom-
ical similarities. The gal4 patterns also included clear differences
in cell number (386Y � c929 � 36Y).

These pattern differences are of interest, because they may
reveal specific neurons (or non-neuronal cells) that produce se-
cretory peptides required for circadian behaviors. However, we
concluded that the interpretation of where “critical PHM expres-
sion” occurs in these experiments is problematic, because there
are several ways by which such patterns may defy simple inter-
pretation. For example, two gal4 patterns could appear similar
and stable in the adult stage, yet be different because of a transient
event during development. In fact, the c929-gal4 pattern is rela-
tively stable in the adult stage but transiently includes the VA
neuroendocrine neurons (O’Brien and Taghert, 1998) for only a
brief period during adult development (P. H. Taghert, unpub-
lished observations). In such a case, behavioral rescue may reflect
temporal, not spatial, differences in gal4-dependent gene expres-
sion. A separate problem in the interpretation could arise when
two patterns are spatially similar but differ in levels of expression
by specific neurons. In that case, the extent of behavioral rescue
may reflect quantitative, not spatial, differences in gal4-dependent
gene expression.

Given these complexities, we are currently unable to specif y
in which neurons, beyond the LN-V, PHM activity is required
for daily locomotor rhythms. Instead, for subsequent analysis
we favor considering candidate amidated neuropeptides di-
rectly. From scans of the Drosophila genome, there are at least
23 neuropeptide-encoding genes (Hewes and Taghert, 2001;
Vanden Broeck, 2001): This is likely an underestimate because

Figure 8. Locomotor activity of double gal4:
UAS-PHM-rescued PHM mutant flies. Average
activity histograms for groups of flies, plotted as
described in Figure 4. n, number of flies tested. A,
D, G, 36Y-gal4/tim(#16)-gal4:UAS-PHM-rescued
PHM mosaics; B, E, H, c929-gal4/386Y-gal4:UAS-
PHM-rescued PHM mosaics; C, F, I, c929-gal4/
tim(#16)-gal4:UAS-PHM-rescued PHM mosaics.
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of the difficulty in predicting neuropeptide precursor se-
quences with accuracy. Of the identified genes, �20 encode
peptides that are known or are predicted to display C-terminal
amidation. Thus, it may be reasonable to systematically address
the roles of each of the �20 precursors using Drosophila
genetics.

General activity versus the circadian organization of
activity in PHM mosaics

Genetic studies of circadian behaviors traditionally strive to es-
tablish that a mutant phenotype does not simply degrade the
ability to produce movement (Hamblen-Coyle et al., 1989). Here,

Figure 9. Numerical measures of varying be-
havioral rhythm strengths in double gal4-
rescued PHM mutant flies. SNR values for the
final 7 d (DD days 3–9) of the free running
period presented as described in Figure 5. The
panels indicate SNR distributions for y w;
PHM01/UAS-PHM, PHM02 containing either
c929-gal4 and 36Y-gal4, c929-gal4 and D42-
gal4, or c929-gal4 and pdf(M )-gal4 (top); y w;
PHM01/UAS-PHM, PHM02 containing either
c929-gal4 and pdf(N)-gal4, c929-gal4 and Appl-
gal4, or c929-gal4 and c155-gal4 (middle); and y
w; PHM01/UAS-PHM, PHM02 containing ei-
ther c929-gal4 and 386Y-gal4, c929-gal4 and
tim(#16)-gal4, or 36Y-gal4 and tim(#16 )-gal4
(bottom). The ordinate values are the percent-
age of total flies whose SNR falls within each
interval. The numbers of flies that were scored
arrhythmic by �-square periodogram analysis
are indicated above the histogram bars. For the
rhythmic individuals, free-running periods of
the different genotypes were calculated by
Maximum Entropy Spectral Analyses, inde-
pendently of those in Table 4; they were not
significantly different by ANOVA (means � y
w; c929-gal4, PHM01/UAS-PHM, PHM02; 36Y-
gal4/ �, 25.4 	 1.5 hr; y w, pdf-gal4(M); y w;
c929-gal4/UAS-PHM, PHM02, 24.4 	 0.4 hr; y
w; c929-gal4, PHM01/ UAS-PHM, PHM02; D42-
gal4/ �, 24.2 	 1.0 hr; y w, pdf-gal4(N); c929-
gal4, PHM01/ UAS-PHM, PHM02, 25.2 	 0.3
hr; y w; c929-gal4, PHM01/ UAS-PHM, PHM02;
Appl3GK-gal4/ �, 24.0 	 0.4 hr; y w; c929-gal4
and c155-gal4, 24.1 	 0.6 hr; y w; c929-gal4,
PHM01/UAS-PHM, PHM02; 386Y-gal4/�,
24.1 	 0.3 hr; y w; c929-gal4, PHM01/ UAS-
PHM, PHM02; tim(#16)-gal4/ �, 24.0 	 0.2 hr;
y w; PHM01/UAS-PHM, PHM02; tim(#16)-
gal4/ 36Y-gal4, 24.9 	 0.4 hr).
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we analyzed the behavior of animals with large-scale alterations
in transmitter profiles throughout the entire nervous system. In
one genotype (36Y-gal4/UAS-PHM), rhythmicity under constant
conditions was extremely poor (as low as that of per01 animals);
activity levels were also lower than in other genotypes tested.
Nevertheless, when the locomotor rhythm of 36Y-gal4-rescued
animals was restored by addition of tim-gal4, activity levels were
not also increased. We propose that the 36Y-gal4 transmitter
mosaic contains disruptions of distinct neural centers, ones that
control the general level of activity and ones that organize rest–
activity cycles. A similar point is made considering the results
seen with tim-gal4. Addition of tim-gal4 to 36Y-gal4-rescued flies
produced the greatest restoration of rhythmicity. However, tim-
gal4 was by itself unable to revert the lethality of PHM mutants.
Therefore, places and times of PHM expression that promote
normal vitality do not necessarily equal those promoting circa-
dian behavioral rhythmicity.

The behavior of these PHM mosaics differed from that
of clock gene mutants
Flies lacking clock gene function (e.g., per0) (Wheeler et al., 1993)
display light-driven behavior under cycling conditions (Fig. 4A),
then become arrhythmic during the first cycle of constant condi-
tions (Fig. 4F). Arrhythmic PHM mosaics were different. For
example, 36Y-gal4-rescued flies, whose rhythmicity under con-
stant conditions was quantitatively as weak as that of per01 ani-
mals, entrained well during LD. Therefore, we conclude that even
the most severely arrhythmic PHM mosaic animals we have stud-
ied have levels of circadian clock function and output greater than
that present in authentic clock mutants.

Evidence for graded levels of rhythmic behavior
The average activity histograms for behavior under constant
conditions indicated that different gal4 drivers produced graded
levels in circadian locomotor performance. We found evidence
for at least three levels. The lowest level was represented by single
gal4 flies (e.g., 36Y); they had the weakest measures of rhythmic-
ity (by periodogram or MESA) and displayed little reproducible
variation in the average activity histogram. An intermediate level
was seen in certain gal4-combination flies (e.g., c929/D42); these
displayed moderate rhythmicity and an average activity peak
during early subjective day. The strongest level was seen in other
gal4-combination flies (e.g., c929/tim); these were strongly rhyth-
mic, and they displayed a large average activity peak during late
subjective day and a rapid decrease in activity during early
subjective night. Presumably, these graded levels of performance
reflect incremental contributions by different amidated peptides
to one or more circuit components. Relating specific peptide
systems to separate levels of behavioral performance represents a
challenge for future studies.
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